2000 lincoln ls bleed cooling system

Honda City helped make these videos. Adding engine coolant also known as antifreeze to your
Lincoln LS is pretty easy. Engine coolant circulates through your engine to keep it cool in the
summer but won't freeze in the winter. Make sure to check your engine when it is cold for an
accurate reading. The video above shows you where the coolant reservoir in your LS is located
and how to add coolant. Be sure to check your owners manual to determine the correct type of
fluid to add - for Lincolns, it will typically be in a section titled Fluid Capacities in the back of
your manual. Some coolants will come premixed Removing the coolant reservoir cap on a warm
engine could cause the cap to fly off at a high rate of speed and fluid to spray out of the
reservoir. Always wear safety goggles when working on your LS. Promptly wipe up any spilled
fluid as it is highly toxic. Animals love its sweet taste, so even a spilling a small amount on your
garage floor can end up in the dog's stomach pretty quickly. If you notice an oily surface in your
coolant, immediately have your mechanic inspect your LS for head gasket leakage. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Car
Displayed: Ford Thunderbird 3. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier
has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change a burnt out
headlight. Avoid tickets and accidents with both working headlights! New bulbs are much
brighter too. Change center stop light. Don't be the guy with your third brake light burnt out.
Replace brake lights. Burnt out brake lights increase your chance of getting rear ended - check
and change yours today. Learn how to jack up your car. A few key tips will make jacking up
your car much safer. See all videos for the Lincoln LS. We have a massive and growing video
library, but we don't have everything Lake Chevy helped make these videos. Adding engine
coolant also known as antifreeze to your Lincoln LS is pretty easy. Engine coolant circulates
through your engine to keep it cool in the summer but won't freeze in the winter. Make sure to
check your engine when it is cold for an accurate reading. The video above shows you where
the coolant reservoir in your LS is located and how to add coolant. Be sure to check your
owners manual to determine the correct type of fluid to add - for Lincolns, it will typically be in a
section titled Fluid Capacities in the back of your manual. Some coolants will come premixed
Removing the coolant reservoir cap on a warm engine could cause the cap to fly off at a high
rate of speed and fluid to spray out of the reservoir. Always wear safety goggles when working
on your LS. Promptly wipe up any spilled fluid as it is highly toxic. Animals love its sweet taste,
so even a spilling a small amount on your garage floor can end up in the dog's stomach pretty
quickly. If you notice an oily surface in your coolant, immediately have your mechanic inspect
your LS for head gasket leakage. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. Driving with your phone pressed against your ear is illegal in many
places. See how to talk hands free! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars.
They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other
tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your
car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your
car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change an engine fuse.
If you have an electrical component that doesn't work, try replacing the fuse first. Pair your
phone. Change the parking light. Small bulbs that burn out regularly - did you know you can
replace these with LED lights? Change your cabin air filter! Dirty cabin air filter cause undue
wear on your car's heater and AC and can cause bad odors. See all videos for the Lincoln LS.
We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Getting all the air
out from your cooling system after a water pump or thermostat replacement can be really
difficult. Your engine could easily overheat, and it may actually damage your engine seriously if
you are not doing it right either. There are some steps that will make the whole situation much
easier. Follow this step by step guide and get all the air out quickly and safely. To do this
method, you do not need any special tools, and you will get a step-to-step guide on how to do it
later in the article. The new method, which I use myself, is the vacuum method. You need a
vacuum tool for this and compressed air depending on the tool to use this method. However,
this method creates a vacuum and sucks out all the air from the cooling system within seconds,
and then fills all the vacuum space with the coolant. This is a really efficient method if you have

the tool, and you will never have to worry about car cooling bleeding anymore. You will get a
perfect result every time, and the process takes under a minute. If you are interested in one of
these tools, you can find one here on Amazon. Please note you need an air compressor for this
tool. If you do not feel that it is necessary to buy one of these tools and do not want to go to a
workshop to do it, it is also fine. This is the way I do it when I do not have access to a vacuum
bleeder:. Remember always to be careful when it comes to car cooling systems because it will
reach boiling temperatures. It is much easier to do this if you are two people, so make sure to
bring a friend! The first step in this guide is to make sure your anti-freeze is ready. You should
always use the correct coolant that is required by your manufacturer. The wrong type of coolant
could damage your engine! If you are not sure which coolant you should use, check your repair
manual or contact your authorized dealer. Always read the description of your coolant for the
correct instructions. If you live in a cold country, you have to make sure that the coolant mix is
correct. If your coolant freezes in your engine, it will destroy your engine. A step that not many
people do but get you a much better result is to raise the front of your vehicle first. With this
method, you will get the air out of the car a lot easier, especially if your filling cap is at your
radiator. If your engine has air bleed valves, open them simultaneously as you are adding the
coolant. Close them when coolant is flowing out from them. Anti-freeze is toxic, and you should
always check that your coolant is not flowing down in any wells on your floor or the road. All
coolant should be returned to your local environmental assessment. Keep in mind that if any
animals drink the coolant, they can get very sick, leading to death. Use anti-freeze with care!
When you have filled your coolant as much as possible, go to the next step. You should now
start your engine. The best way to do this is to get help from a friend. When you start your
engine, the water pump could push out some coolant from the radiator if there is air inside the
system. To prevent this, a tool like this installed on your radiator is preferred:. After you have
started your engine, you should now turn the climate control heat to MAX. Other cars redirect
the airflow and not the coolant flow, so this step will not make a difference with these cars. Put
your friend into the car and let him rev up your engine to around RPM. This could cause the
coolant to flow out of the radiator if you do not use the spill tool. Keep the RPMs steady while
you are working in the system. Make sure that the coolant is not getting too hot while you work
on it, though. While your friend is revving the engine slightly, you can now loosen the air
bleeding valves. Ensure the coolant temperature is not too high as it will be dangerous to work
with your car then. Open the bleed valves carefully until it comes to water from them and then
closes them. Do this a couple of times until it only comes coolant from them when you open
them. Close your air bleeding valves. Let your engine idle again and recheck and refill the
coolant level and lower the front of your car. At this point, you should repeat these steps until
you get heat inside the car and your coolant temperature reaches 90c and stays there. Put your
radiator cap back. If your coolant temperature is now at 90c work temperature and you have
heat inside your car, the air should now be gone from your vehicle. If it seems good, take your
car out for a long test drive. Be very attentive about your coolant temperature during the test
drive, and make sure the car does not start to overheat. Overheating can cause your head
gasket to blow, and you really do not want that to happen. Check all the functions and the
temperature of the climate control. If your test drive went well without any temperature peaks or
other strange behaviors, open your hood and recheck your coolant level. Check for any coolant
leaks. After this, you can let your vehicle stand for a couple of hours, then take another test
drive, do the same procedure and check for leaks and the coolant level. After all these steps,
your repair should now be successful. If there are any strange behaviors, repeat this guide or
continue your troubleshooting. I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in
diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding false
information on the web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content!
Contents show. Vacuum Method. Jack up the front of the car. Fill Coolant to MAX. Start the
engine. Turn the climate control heat to max. Rev the engine to rpm. Open Bleed Valves
Carefully. Refill coolant if necessary. Go for a test drive. Fill coolant again. Refills entire cooling
system in Eliminate time consuming bleeding and Check for leaks while under vacuum Push
Button Valve eliminates the need to Allows color matching of caps for Cooling System fill kit
prevents spills Search This Site Search. Air trapped in the lines of your cooling system can
make a perfectly healthy system run as though it's malfunctioning. These air pockets
accumulate over time and can cause overheating by impeding the flow of coolant through the
system. They also make the coolant level appear to be high when in fact it is just air pushing the
coolant level up. Here is perhaps the best way to bleed air from your cooling system and make
sure your radiator functions properly. Make a mixture of one part water and one part antifreeze.
Pour it into the radiator, filing it up to the rim. Be sure to fill both the coolant or overflow
reservoir with the same water and antifreeze mixture. Order Antifreeze on Amazon. Leave the

radiator cap off, turn on your engine, and let it run until the radiator bleeds out air. It may take
between 15 and 20 minutes for the engine to heat to the proper temperature and begin cycling
coolant through. You'll observe the coolant level drop as the air is cycled out, and see air
bubbles escaping from the radiator, and perhaps hear it gurgle. Observe the temperature gauge
as this is happening. The gauge should decrease to normal or close to normal. This process
helps the radiator feed the coolant more evenly, helping the system cool the engine like it's
supposed to. It's no longer circulating air in your radiator instead of coolant. Completely refill
the radiator and the coolant reservoir again. They will be as much as half empty since earlier it
was simply air that made it seem full. Seal the radiator with the cap. This will keep most of the
air out of the system. There are two other methods available for bleeding air from your cooling
system. Some vehicles actually have bleeder valves specifically for this problem, located at the
top or in front of the radiator. Open the valve and bleed the air trapped in the upper portion of
the radiator. You can also jack your car to bleed the air from the cooling system. This puts your
radiator higher than the rest of the cooling system and helps force the air pockets closed. Keep
the radiator cap loose to help the air move out during this process. When you purchase through
links on our site, we may earn commissions at no cost to you. We welcome your comments and
suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this
site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy
here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Written by Doityourself Staff. To ensure our content is
always up-to-date with current information, best practices, and professional advice, articles are
routinely reviewed by industry experts with years of hands-on experience. Charles Ramos, Jr.
What You'll Need. Engine coolant. Installing Aftermarket Exhaust Pipes. Keep Your Radiators
Working. Hey Folks, Problem: I am bleeding upstairs baseboards weekly due to lar Read More. I
have to repeatedly bleed air from system. What would be likely causes? Pressure release valve.
I know I should bleed the system of air, but will any air in the tank preve Question about
bleeding baseboard heat at boiler. Hi everyone, I have a hot water baseboard heating system.
The system has tw Related Posts Bleed air out of system. The ba New Radiator, trouble
bleeding air from the system. Hello all,. I just put a new radiator in my Isuzu Rodeo today, that
pa Constantly getting air in system - weekly bleeding air. We have bought our house 16 years
ago which originally only had heat on the No cool air blowing from vents Popular Articles. How
to Flush Your Radiator. By Garry Steck. How to Burp a Vehicle's Coolant System. How to
Change Coolant in Your Car. How to Drain and Add Radiator Fluid. By Angelo Maceri. How to
Flush and Fill Coolant. By Perry Carpenter. BoholMark answered 6 years ago. Go to YouTube
and watch a bunch of videos on just how to do it. Much easier and better than trying to explain
it here. Is the cooling bleed valve on the upper radiator hose suppose to be open all the time?
So I bought a lincoln ls v6 and the caps on the hydraulic fan resivoir and the power steering
resivor were switched and I put power steering fluid in the hydraulic fan resivor and did not noti
I have a LS V8 with K. I bought the car with check engine light on but was told it was just an O2
sensor, and it ran well so I went through with it. Scanned it a week ago and had the followi I just
bought a lincoln ls from a friend but right before i bought it he lost the key but i figured i could
bypass it some how. Ive watched a bunch of youtube videos n tried to ask a few frie I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Lincoln LS question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Lincoln LS Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale.
GuruS6QC4 answered about a year ago. My Lincoln Ls iis leaking fluid under the fill tank I keep
thinking that it has a hole in it I took it apart it looks fine but got anther one and put it in and
sane thing running hot and it boils inside tank and then it just comes out some where under the
fill tank in mins what is wrong with my car please help me. I blead my heater on my ls and it still
blows cold air. How can I fix it? Its too cold not to have it. Is the cooling bleed valve on the
upper radiator hose suppose to be open all the time? I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Bleed air from coolant system. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Lincoln LS question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Lincoln LS Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or

Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. July Problem 2 Bad Hydraulic fan: remove fan from car, replace with
a high speed fan, I used a ford topaz electric fan with an ice cube 40 amp relay connected to an
ignition fuse eat dirt Lincoln engineering install a connecting tube between the two hydraulic
fan pump lines Problem 3 Bad Hydraulic fan pump: same steps as problem 2 but remove
hydraulic pump and replace lower pulley with an alternator pulley, replace serpentine belt with a
inch belt smaller than stock it works for me and best of all runs a few degrees cooler than stock.
I want to replace my hydraulic system with an electric. Can you tell me how its done. Can
anyone tell me how to replace my hydraulic fan with an electric fan. I can't see to figure out
exactly whats wrong with me cool system. August I have this same problem and want to resolve
it the same way you did. I have see many after market electric cooling fans for the ls and wonder
if you knew the best on that would work. Also I need detailed instructions on how to replace and
wire up the electric fan. Please help I am tired of constantly having to worry about the car not
running right and it is a very nice car and would like to keep it if possible. Have Lincoln LS I'm
having the same problem. Had a crack on the bottom of the tank. Is there something I'm
missing. September I have a Lincoln ls v6 with miles. Heres whats going on with my car. The
check engine light is on. Then the oil light comes up when the car is on the regular temperature,
whenever im slowing down the oil light comes up, then when i accelerate it goes away. Then it
has been overheating sometimes. On sunday i left it cooling for a couple of hours then it was
normal, the fans work but when it overheates the fans arent working. Could this all be because
of the oil pressure that is too low ' if so how can i fix it? Happster Posts: Is the check engine
light flashing, or solid? You've got a v-6? Pull the OBD code. The air bag light is likely a bad
clock spring behind the steering wheel. But if you haven't unplugged any component, it is likely
a worn connection in the clock spring. The clock spring powers up everything in your steering
wheel, including your air bag, while still enabling you to turn the wheel round and round if they
just rans wires, the wires would twist and break. If there is a bad connection, its the equivalent
of unplugging the steering wheel air bag every time you turn the vehicle. So if you just get the
system recalibrated, it'll trip the light again leaving the dealer's lot. There is no code to identify
this problem. Anything else not working on your steering wheel cruise control? If so, it's
defintiely the clock spring. See my prior post regarding my experience with the overheating. The
degas bottle overflow tank has a design flaw that cause a crack along a seam, which lets air into
the system and causes antifreeze to leak out at higher RPMS when you're on the highway and
won't notice. Air acts as a blockage and causes overheating. I haven't had that issue. The degas
bottle is pulled through the driver's side wheel well remove the wheel and wheelwell cover.
Check it for visible signs of cracking. If not, you've likely got the fan problem. The oil
issue-potentially very serious. Assuming you're sure your oil is full, the correct viscosity and
fresh, I'd replace the oil pressure switch likely near the oil filter housing first. It's relatively
cheap and always a good one to keep fresh. If the problem recurs, your oil pump could be
failing. That could increase friction and contribute to an overheating problem, but with a failing
oil pump, overheating would be the least of your worries. Everytime the car randomly decides to
overheat i check the fan and the fan has stopped. Well i took it to a mechanic and he had told
me that the oil presure was low, but he didnt do any computer test or anything, and the guy
before that one told me a need the whole cooling system new which he was wrong since my
cooling system works but something is messing with the reaction of it for the oil, i used a bottle
of Lucas today which helps with the lubrication of the oil and see if it goes away. I will be
getting it check by another person see what they say. For now its working perfectly idk if maybe
the connection there was dirty or something. For a few months now, I've had an issue with the
car overheating. I've never seen smoke or anything, but every now and again, the temp gauge
will go to "H". Normally, if I set it on cruise control, it'll eventually go back down. In the event I'm
in stop-and-go traffic, it will reduce engine pressure. At that time, I'll pull over, turn the car off
for a few minutes, then restart. It'll be fine for the rest of the trip. I was told I needed to replace
the two oxygen sensors up front. So, when I took my vehicle to Pep Boys for brake service
today, I told them I also wanted the sensors replaced, if they had them in stock. They ran the
diagnostic and now the guy is telling me that CO2 was detected in the cooling system and I
need to have my head gaskets replaced. Is this accurate? Those fans are hydraulic. Maybe a
bad connection was keeping the fan from working and signaling low hyradulic fluid, which in
turn might tripping the oil light you're seeing??? I don't know, but if it ain't broke now, don't fix
it. Good luck. It's possibly, but not likely. You'd need a narrow breach in the head gasket
between a coolant journal and a cylinder, without it affecting nearby oil journals or anything
else. It's not a one way process-if there is a breach between an anti-freeze journal and a
cylinder, not only would CO2 get into the antifreeze upon cylinder fire, but antifreeze would also
be sucked into the cylinder on the compression stroke, and then burn upon ignition. You'd lose

horsepower. You'd likely have a flashing p code cylinder misfire as the anti-freeze douses the
igntiion process. Are you losing coolant? I'll tell you what I tell everyone-remove the inner
driver's fenderwall and remove the degas bottle. Check the seams for signs of cracking. If it's
cracked, replace it and that will likely solve all of your problems. When I say that air gets into
the system when the degas bottle is cracked, its the air that's under your hood, which contains
CO2. And it's also possible that Pep Boys is lying to you. Find a mechanic you know and trust.
That's how I got my Lincoln-a friend owned it and brought it to a stranger's shop for an
overheating issue. Then I drained the oil clean , read the blogs and found the degas bottle was
cracked. I replaced it and its been running like a top for 20k now. The mechanic was trying to
screw my buddy. And yes, I made it up to him Pretty sure they changed to electric fans starting
with the 03 models. You seem knowledgeable. I have an overheating problem maybe you can
help with. It overheats suddenly when the car has been sitting and I turn it on. It goes to the top
of the thermostat guage and the thermo light comes on. I then shut her down and she stays just
at the halfway mark on the thermo guage. When I looked at the car it seems as if antifreeze
dripped or exploded from the t-joint on the upper radiator hose assembly on to the heater valve.
It is coming from the small hose at the bottom of the t-joint. I pulled all the hoses and they are
fine with no cracks I also checked the t-joint on the upper radiator hoses to see if it was clogged
or cracked and it is not. The antifreeze leak seems to be localized to that one hose. Something
is cause the antifreeze to spew out of the hose and the car to over heat. Any help? Any advice.
Did anyone anywhere respond to your problem? We have a LS and are switching to the electric
fan but we have a leak in the HFC pump so we cannot just loop the intake and out hoses. We
want to bypass the pump also and need info on the belt routing. We were trying to replace the
pump pulley with an idler or?????? Please let me know if you found help somewhere. Could
you please explain further on Problem 3? We have a LS V6 and are putting in the electric fan but
the pump has a leak so we must remove it and need to run the belt in same general location. If
you have pictures that would be great but any explanation on this side of the belt problem
would be great. October Hows your problem doing now? Still gone? I am having the occasional
overheating problem and trying to figure it out. June Did you ever resolve the issue with the
cooling fan. My Lincoln LS is doing the same. It cools fine for many miles, the sort of randomly
decides to overheat. Pull the connector off the Cylinder Head Temp sensor, the fan will go to
high and cool the engine. I changed the CHTS, but it still does the same thing. Do you know if
ther there is a cooling fan control module separate from the fan? Hi Miamidave Doesn't look like
jaime ever replied. Did you resolve the overheating on your Lincoln LS? It had nothing to do
with the fan at all. There is an engine fill port underneath the plastic ls cover. The gasket on that
fill port went bad and was allowing air into the system drylocking it. The gasket was about 10
bucks you will also need an Alan key to remove the cap. June edited June I've read posts from
otherswith yourissue where they replace the hydraulic fan with an electric one with good
results. My issue was with the famous cracked degas bottle letting coolant out and air in at high
rpms, making it tough to find the leak. And its been great since. I wanted to thank all of you for
solving my overheating problem. I purchased a one owner Lincoln LS recently and the other day
it overheated during initial start-up with the air one. I changed the thermostat and all was better
for the next 2 weeks then I noticed the temp slowly climbing again. I found this site a few days
ago and checked my DEGAS bottle last night and after a few cycles found a small drip coming
from the seam. I'm pretty sure this is where the cooling system is sucking air and caused the
temp sensor to go up so quickly. Thanks again for having this Forum. You saved me a pricy
dealer visit and many headaches. That has to be your issue. Glad to help! Thanks for the info on
the Degas bottle. I couldn't find any problems with it so have not replaced it. Do you know
where the cooling fan controller is located? The fan is hydraulic, and rotates freely, at idle it
operates at normal, or low speed, but does not go to a higher speed has the temperature starts
to increase with increased engine RPM. After about 10 minutes of normal operation, the clutch
will cycle, but not fully engage, all the while making a squealing noise. Can the clutch be
replaced without taking the compressor out? Sounds like an air pocket obstruction. Note that
the crack in the degas bottle occurs on a seam and is tough to see. I'd try a pressure test by
pinching or blocking the outlet and overflow lines. Not sure where the controller is. Never had
that problem but many others have and wired in an electric fan with success. Also not sure
about the clutch, but my guess would be that it is all external to the compressor and can be
replaced without depressurizing the system or removing it. Good luck! I've heard of a lot of
people having trouble with the hydraulic fans and many have resolved the issue by wiring in an
electric one. What kind of electric fan should I use in my ls V6??? WHAT kind of electric fan is
recomended for this junker??? And how many cfm should it be??? I put a little 12" pusher with
cfm on the condeser and it keeps the temp in the middle but if in traffic long and its hot temp
starts to climb and i notice the coolant backing up out of the bottle ,,, SOMEONE please help!!!!

Hi: im in florida, but just purchased a lincoln ls from N. Hello I was wondering if someone can
help me I have a Lincoln Ls that has over heated i have replaced the water pump, and the
thermostat and it seems to continue to over heat and the antifreeze wont stay in it keep sleaking
out. Does anyone know what it might be I need to get this fixed before my son starts school
please help. Check my past posts about the degas bottle issues. It was overheating very
randomly for a long time, but now it is really bad so we figure it is a blown head gasket. We
replaced the thermostat twice which didnt solve it. We also thought the overflow resevoir was
the problem and replaced it. That helped for a short period of time and then it started getting
worse and worse. The air conditioner blows hot heat randomly also. Just dont want you to get
too excited about thinking it is fixed. If his degas bottle was cracked, that was his issue. He
should by all means be excited. As for you, it sounds like the fan issues so many are having. Or
there is an air obstruction in the system. They're a [non-permissible content removed] to bleed.
A head gasket wouldn't cause part-time problems. I posted this in another forum as well but it
seemed dead as this on e is alive and kicking so sorry mods I am having a overheating issue as
well. Heres the trip with mine, In the past 18 months my 02 v8 has had the hydraulic fan
replaced, the pump replaced, thermostat changed last week, no airlock or any of that fun stuff. It
has overheated on me four times in the past two weeks. It only seems to do it on my third
consecutive time getting into the car, ex. The mechanic has had the car twice now and cant find
anything wrong with the car. When the car is overheating the fan isnt coming on but if i let the
car sit for a while everything is fine. Unlike other people I cant just shut the car off and re start it
with the guage going back to normal. Any help would be greatly appreciated. The crack in the
degas bottle doesn't necessarily lead to leaking antifreeze, if it's high on the bottle, but will
allow air to get into the system as the car cools and the system is trying to pull the antifreeze
from the degas bottle. But it sounds more like you're having the issue with the hydraulic fan.
Not an expert on that issue, thankfully knock on wood but what I've read is that the type of fan
or whatever sending unit kicks it on is the issue. Did you replace it with another hydraulic fan?
If so, I suggest that you look into wiring in an electric one in. Many people on these blogs have
done it with success. I think they convert it to electric using a fan and wiring harness from a
prior or subsequent year. They could tell you best Thank you for replying! If there was a crack in
the degas bottle would it cause the fan to randomly not work cuz that is whats happening when
its overheating? It's got to be the fan. They suck. It's a miracle I haven't had that issue! For
everyone that is having overheating problems here it is: first what you need to do is when it is
overheating pull over don't shut-off engine and check if the fan is blowing air not just a little but
a lot. If you don't feel air blowing the fan is not engaging on high. There is an actuator on these
hydraulic cooling fan systems. The acuator is on the back of the pump on the passenger side.
The acuator will tell the pump how much fluid to let go and make the fan spin at low, mid, or
high. Now if the fan is blowing then you have air in the cooling system. If there is air in the
cooling system the coolant in the degas bottle will act like it is boiling. You have to follow the
procedure to bleed the air out but if the degas bottle is cracked, the cap is no good or if any
hose are leaking or the plastic T on the upper hose is cracked it will keep getting air back in. Ok,
now with the engine off try to spin the fan by hand. If it does the fan motor should be working.
Also, if the hydraulic hose from the fan motor was removed to take the water pump off you may
have got air in the hydraulic fan system causing the fan to not spin properly. Now you have to
get the air out of the hydraulic system. So, if you have changed water pumps, thermostats,
degas bottles and no luck you have air in the system both and if the fan is not working more
likely it is the acuator. It may be the hydraulic pump or fan motor. I'm not a certified mechanic
but I've been working on cars since I was 16 about half my life now and I also have Lincoln Ls.
Let me know if what I said helped or you need me to explain further on one of the subjects
more. Hi thanks for the advice but I was wondering how do I bleed the hydraulic pump? My dad
is actually coming over to do thistomorrow and i really hope it works out for me if you can get
back to me asap on how or were i find out. Thanks Christina. I called the dealership and they
can take it out for like 90 bucks. I also spoke to a mechanic and he said people have got another
cap drilled a hole on top tapped it and put some kind of valve you can open after the car runs
for a few minutes. This suppose to let the air out. I asked him how to they do it and he didn't
want to tell me. They probably have a machine or something. I have tried a few other things that
made it work but it stopped working again. I disconnected the return, plugged the nipple to the
bottom of the reservoir and put the hose in a empty trans. I then asked someone to turn the car
on and watch the fluid go down in the reservoir not too low and only a few sec. Repeated about
times. This helped but just for a little while. Its probably is something else. Going to take the
acuator off and test the resistance to see if it is working like it should before i buy one. If I can't
get it working again, I'm just converting it to electric. Wanted to keep it the way it was. The only
time it should get hot is idling or stopped. When you are moving at high speed on the highway

the airflow through the radiator is enough to cool the engine. The electric fan will only kick in at
low speeds or stopped for any lenght of time. My problem is the LS V8 I have is overheating all
the time. Although the engine is getting hot, the hoses are not getting hot. This makes me
believe its either the thermostat or water pump. The fan seems to be working really fast with lots
of airflow, but the engine is still overheating It was fine untill yesterday afternoon, and now it
overheats whenever I start it. Any suggestions gladly accepted. Hi read your post on the
actuator is there a way to test this? And is this what the part is referred to at the store or is there
a part? My fan is not increasing speed as it heats up hoping it's this. Thanks so much for your
directions. Jiminy2, don't know how many ohms it should put out with a meter but if you find
out let me know. Easy to replace. Drain fluid from reservoir or suction out. Remove reservoir
and hoses out of the way. Then you see wiring coming from back of pump that is the actuator.
Use a torque think a T to remove actuator. Fluid will come out. Replace put back together.
Thanks for the info. Did it work on your car? Please does anyone know how to bleed the
hydraulic pump? Pretty sure you just move the steering wheel back and forth. Sign In or
Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February edited
September in Lincoln. February Say what?? Mine overheated a few years ago, and wasn't pretty
when it came time to pay for what went wrong. Would you care to repost? My Lincoln has 73ooo
miles and has overheated 4 times in the last 20 days. I stop the car and shut it off. March I'm
having the exact same problem, although with slightly more miles on the car. The mechanics
look at me like I'm from outer space after they try to diagnose the problem. They initially
thought that there was a coolant leak, and they did every conceivable test of exhaust for
coolant, coolant for exhaust, using dye, etc. I find that if it's driven at high speed mph then you
get stuck in traffic mph it definitely overheats. If you idle it for about 15 minutes after running it
at higher speed mph , it overheats. I've checked the fuses, there are two for the cooling fan, and
they are OK. What can I do to convince the mechanics that there's a problem? Any
suggestions? The problem I had with my cooling system had to do with the hydraulic cooling
fan, which was discontinued in , when it was replaced by an electric one. Good luck. August The
light comes on and the guage shows hot - stop it for a few minutes and it is fine - no steam from
the engine - can even open the radiator cap. We figure it is something in the computer. I can live
with it. Only usually happens if I've had a couple of short stops, i. My BIG problem is my LS has
a engine - we have bought 2 Auto Repair manuals that supposedly include our LS, but we need
to change the valve covers and o rings, and nothing has info on a ! We discovered it is a from
the VIN code. Any help? There is no such thing as a LS engine. You either have a 3. September
October I have a LS that overheats when I turn on the air conditioner, or when I'm sitting too
long in traffic. If I pour water on the radiator, the car immediately cools down. I don't know if the
problem is the radiator or the radiator fan. How can I tell if the radiator fan is rotating fast
enough? I have a '00 LS also that I bought new, and the only significant problem I've had in the
K miles that I've driven it is the hydraulic cooling fan system. It's a variable-speed unit, and the
fan drive motor has been known to fail such that it only runs at the lowest speed. Since I got
mine fixed three years ago, it's worked fine -- I think they had a batch of substandard motors.
Anyway, it's not cheap. Have it checked out -- could just be a thermostat. But don't count on it.
This'll probably be something that the dealer is going to have to do. I think that's the problem
because even when the car is starting to run hot the fan speed doesn't change. I just hope I can
find a cheap fan out there somewhere. Don't forget that the LS fan is hydraulically operated, not
electric or mechanical. So you won't find a generic or 3rd party replacement. Great answer,
cdpin. Between you and akirby, who needs diagnostics? It's just a crazy idea I've been
pondering. No, not the one involving Salma Hayek. This is about my stick-shift Lincoln and gas
mileage. You and I know the LS 5speed is a pretty good car, n'est pas? Sure, it could use a few
more HP like maybe 80 and a bit better mpg would be nice too. There may be ways to get the
HP, but this idea only addresses the mpg. Part of the problem is the 5speed has a final drive
ratio. THis causes the engine to turn at, what, rpm at highway speds I think. I should have
verified the number b4 I wrote this, but my wife is pretty much the sole driver of the LS now.
Anyway, highway mileage should increase if the engine rpms decrease eh? The tranny is a
getrag. I admit I havent researched at all, but I'm thinking a 6 speed might have a lower final
drive ratio? Perhaps finding a 6 speed getrag on a bimmer in a junk yard somewhere and
modifying the spline might provide a nice improvement in LS mpg, and maybe increase the
torque handling number so that the HP increase could be addressed too? Any thoughts? Yeah,
maybe that Salma Hayek dream is more easily achievable? Anyway, making a transmission
swap in a car like this is certainly an ambitious project. I doubt seriously that the 6-speed has
the same external dimensions -- it's unclear that it would even fit. You might be better off going

with a taller rear-end ratio, which would of course affect lower gear acceleration as well. I also
don't know if the Getrag 6-speed you're considering is an overdrive unit. If not, you won't
accomplish anything in the top gear. I wouldn't touch what you're contemplating with an foot
pole. Who would want a manual tranny in a Lincoln in the first place??? Oneof my problems is
I'm using California gasoline. Another is I drive 75 or so if I can. Are you a slow driver? Just
askin! Well, actually the number who would WANT a stick shift Lincoln is probably higher, but
dealer refusal to order them kept the number low. I wonder what the ratio of auto to manual is in
the CTS? The bimmer? That was an inside shot at cdnpinhead. We go way back. I think the final
number was around I love manuals but I got tired of them in my boring daily commute, even
moreso when I get stuck in a long stop-no-go delay. I'm waiting to buy a used 06 GT Mustang
with a stick for weekend fun. A few years ago I had the opportunity to set the cruise control at
on U. Spent much of the rest of that day well above My engine was carefully broken-in, which
takes at least miles before the fuel mileage starts to get reasonable. Synthetic oil Mobil 1 could
be a factor as well. Gotta love traffic jams. I have an 03 with the V8, it has miles, when it gets up
to normal running temp the fan comes on really really loud and the car gets alil warmer than it
should but not hot, stop and go traffic or sitting in a drive through for 20 mins doesn't matter,
only when it's run on the highway does it proceed to get really hot and it tells me its too hot, I
can get off the highway and the temp comes back down and the alarm goes off and it's back to
running alil warm. I've read posts about the fan failin and running to slow but that doesn't seem
to be my issue, wondering if anyone has experienced anything remotely close to this, and
insight would help and be appreciated. November One time she actually turned off due to over
heating, and hasn't turned back on since. She's a Lincoln LS. If someone thinks they can help
please hit me back, and I will give you a full synopsis on the car. Help would be greatly
appreciated. Thanks too everyone :sick:. My 00 LS is also over heating. It does not do it all the
time. It will go weeks without acting up. Then it over heats and i pull over, give it about 10
minutes and continue on. I do notice that the heater takes for ever to warm up. I noticed that
people are saying that the LS uses a Hydralic fan. The replacement I see on the net says
electric. Is this right? I still like this car. Are you kidding i love the car the only problem is i have
had it for 3 years and i only put 20, miles on it. Raw deal in know. I will have to do whatever you
guys tell me to do, because i am completely clueless about this car and the problems it suffers
with! December My LS has about K miles on it. Lately, I have a bad overheating problem. I start
the car and it runs fine. When the temperature gauge gets to half way I can hear I high pitched
whining noise and the temperature starts to go up until it says check engine temperature. At
that point I pull the car over and wait. I noticed that after a minute or two I could hear what
sounds like a valve opening and fluid starting to run through the engine. At this point I can turn
the car on and go. The high pitch whine is still there for a few moments, but goes away. This
problem does not happen all the time. It seems to be worse in the colder weather and takes
longer or more attempts for the "valve to open. I have read many posts and it seems that it
could be a number of things. April Honestly it can be a number of things. I have had the exact
same problem. The high pitched whine or moan is the retarded hydraulic fan this type of fan
was discontinued in Under normal operating conditions however the fan shouldn't be noticed. I
replaced my thermostat fixed for 2 weeks flushed the coolant fixed for about 2 weeks. Bled the
coolant system yes the system must be bled or it will get dry locked Again the problem would
not go away only momentarily. In the end something as stupid as a tube falling off in the Degas
Bottle caused the countless overheating problems. Believe it or not it was a mistake I
discovered the tube issue. After bleeding my system for the twentieth time the bleeder screw
fell into the degas bottle. Took it out and noticed what was air in my system. I jerry rigged a tube
in there and it seems to work fine. I love this car however if i didn't have the know how to fix it it
would have bankrupt me. Good luck to you June I just had my transmission replaced on a LS
V8. The mechanic took it for a drive after the tranny installed. Noticed the car was running hot.
Checked the engine and transmission: both hot. He looked up in his online info and found that
there is an after maket radiator upgrade. I hope he's right but I've been following these cars
since they came out in , owned one for 6 years and I've never heard of a radiator needing to be
replaced. I'd bet it was either the fan, the thermostat or just an air bubble in the coolant. What is
the answer to 6 problem? Air in the system, bad temp sensor, failed cooling fan, failed
thermostat. Where is the cooling system bleed screw located and how do you bleed thew
system? Engine running cold or hot? Don't remember for sure but it's somewhere near the top
of the engine - at the highest point. May be in one of the heater hoses. This will cause an air
bubble full of steam that periodically passes by the temp sensor which causes it to think it's
running hot. The steam is under pressure and is hotter than F. I don't remember the bleed
procedure. Thanks for the reply. I located it but I guess I'll keep looking for the correct
procedure to bleed the system. I am trying to find out if I am having similar problems and want

to see if draining, flushing and adding new coolant fixes this. Can someone specifically say
where the Lincoln LS's drain plug is for the radiator? And where is the radiator in the engine?
BigButtons Posts: 1. Remove the engine fill cap. Open the engine air bleed. On all engines 3.
Open the heater air bleed. Add coolant to the degas bottle allowing the system to equalize until
no more coolant can be added. Close the engine air bleed when coolant begins to escape. On all
engines 6. Replace the degas bottle cap. Add as much coolant as possible to the engine fill. The
heater air bleed will remain open. Replace the engine fill cap. On all engines 9. NOTE: The
heater air bleed remains open. Start the engine and turn the heater to MAX position. Close the
heater air bleed when a steady stream of coolant comes from it, during engine idle. Allow the
engine to idle for five minutes, add coolant to the degas bottle as needed to maintain the cold
fill MAX mark. Reopen the heater air bleed to release any entrapped air and close again.
Maintain engine speed of 2, rpm for minutes or until hot air comes from the heater. Return to
idle and verify hot air is still coming from the heater. Maintain engine speed of 1, rpm for
minutes or until hot air comes from the heater. On all engines Shut the engine off and allow to
cool. After the engine has cooled, add coolant to the degas bottle to bring the level to the cold
fill MAX mark. Happster Posts: January I just recently had to refill the coolant system had to
replace the infamously crappy degas bottle and still can't get heat at idle. I get heat when
revving the engine up to rpms during the bleeding procedure you posted, but once it goes back
down to idle I get nothing. Note how the directions say "check to see if you get heat at idle" but
do not say what to do if you don't. I assumed I'd just need to go through the motions again, and
did x 3, but still no heat at idle or during normal operating conditions. Sounds like low coolant,
but after running it and letting it cool x 2, the degas bottle is at the right level. Sounds like air in
the system too, but what else can I do to bleed it? Radiator problem is more than possible There
is an inside leak. The engine coolant goes in the transmission fluid when pressure builds up. No
appearant leak, but look at the transmission fluid you can look at it by the tiny reservoir at the
passenger side of the engine. Orange and cloudy? You found your problem. Change rad, flush
trany fluid completly. I have had my LS since new and have had overheating problems the last
few years. I took it to every dealership in town and they would all say something different.
Finally, a friend of mine that owns a repair shop said let's put an electric fan in it and since then,
I have not had a problem. He used a jeep electric fan that fits perfect and disengaged the factory
fan from hydraulic system. You can still see the pump turn but not connected to anything.
Funny how ford only used this stupid system for a few years and changed over to an electric
system. Mechanic used an empty slot in fuse box to give power to fan and fan only draws 1. Fan
runs entire time key is on or motor running. He also put a new thermostat in and what a
difference car has been. The fix cost me I have been throwing money at this car for 2 years
trying to fix problem changing solenoids, sensors, pump, caps, overflow bottle and all it needed
was electric fan! The hydraulic fan was required on the early models due to a lack of available
power. The fixed it in It's probably fine on yours - the mfr has to account for every possible
device being on simultaneously and they have design specs to meet because of that. I would be
careful about running the lights, defroster, stereo and seat heaters at the same time though. I
have a lincoln ls V8 that is overheating. My AC was blowing very hot air then all of a sudden I
had a overheating problem. I pulled over cause white smoke was coming out of the hood and
Engine coolant spilled all over the ground. There was a hose that was blown off towards the
front. I got some engine coolant and filled it back up and drove it to a nearby Autozone. They
said it was the thermostat. I bought a thermostat and replaced it, worked for about minutes then
when I got on the highway going , it got overheated again. AC also does not blow hot air
anymore. My guess is it's the serpentine belt. If it came off then that could have knocked off the
coolant hose also. Without it you won't get any cold air and the engine will overheat quickly.
You should also get a check charging system light and eventually a dead battery since the
alternator won't work either. Easy enough to check. I checked the serpentine belt Visually. It
seemed to be working fine. After turning the car on and off to allow it to overheat, then looking
and listening to what the car is doing, I saw a hose with a small little crack, nothing too major, it
did have some coolant liquid leaking from it. When I turn the car off I can hear a hissing sound
in the engine. I also can see and hear coolant boiling and level rising in the reservoir tank when
the car is turned off also. I also saw and heard a large amount of coolant from the reservoir tank
be distributed throughout the engine after I turned the car off. Any ideas after reading that?
Thanks in advance. Is that a trick question? Fix the leaky hose and refill it with the proper
antifreeze mixture and make sure you bleed out all the air. If the radiator fan is working and it's
full of coolant and you've replaced the thermostat correctly and it still overheats then it might
be the water pump. May When i bought the car it over heated the next day, i took back to them
to fix the problem they told me it could of been a couple different things. So i got my car back
drove it for about 2 weeks and then it started overheating again. I let i run to c if how long it

takes to get hot. Also see a little leak i think its the same hose that they call they self replacein
so if they did replace it correctly what would cause it to go bad that quickly???? Hi can you tell
me where you went to get your problem resolved. I might need to go see them asap. Car
overheated and i replaced the thermostat. I bled the coolant system by opening the reservoir
cap and running the car with the heat on high for an hour. Now all of the sudden it is spitting out
coolant from the overflow in the reservoir but the car isn't overheating when i drive it. Did i do
something wrong when bleeding it? Any infor would be appreciated jules. Hi johnny I have a
Lincoln LS with the same problem. Where can I buy the electric actuator? A lot of people tell me
to get rid of that hydrauli system and make the fans electric, What do you think? Sign In or
Register to comment. Is the cooling bleed valve on the upper radiator hose suppose to be open
all the tim
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e? So I made the mistake of putting coolant in my cooling fan reservoir and now the liquid
looks like fry sauce and had the same consistency as it. So I have replaced every component of
the cooling system I can think of in my Lincoln ls 3. Including the radiator, water pump,
thermostat housing, coolant hoses, and coolant reservoir. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
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